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The paper presents a Razumikhin-type version of Waiewski’s principle for 
RFDEs of Caratheodory type, thus generalizing the author’s previous results (J. 
Differential Equations 36, 117-138 (1980)). A few facts from the theory of RFDEs 
are reviewed, and the concept of a regular polyfacial set with respect to an RFDE 
of Caratheodory type is introduced and the results are state and proved. Most of 
the examples given in the above work can easily be adapted to the more general 
setting of Carathbcdory systems. An indication how to do it is given in only one 
case. Throughout the paper, standard notation is used. 
INTRODUCTION 
The concept of a regular polyfacial set with respect o a given RFDE with 
continuous right-hand side was introduced in [4] in order to generalize 
Waiewski’s principle to delay equations. The results from [4] cannot be 
applied to noncontinuous Caratheodory systems, because, in general, the 
solutions of such systems atisfy the equation only a.e. It is the concept of a 
regular polyfacial set that has to be redefined. This requires a new idea 
which can be explained as follows: given i = F(f, x,), F continuous, and a 
regular polyfacial set w generated by Cl-functions (I’} and {mi} notice that, 
for fixed (t, #), the requirement 
“, a’ ai 
r;l ay, (6 4(O)) . F,& 4) + 5 k 4(O)) > 0 
is equivalent o the condition that 
+ g (s, y(O)) . FJs, y) t $ (s, ~(0)) > 0 
,?I av, 
for all (s, w) in some neighborhood of (t, 4). 
Similarly for d. The two conditions cease to be equivalent for general, 
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noncontinuous RFDEs of Caratheordory type, and it is the latter condition 
that turns out to be suitable for an extension of Waiewski’s principle to such 
equations. 
In the context of ODES, the idea sketched above was introduced in ]3] to 
prove a version of Staikov’s method, a principle closely related to 
Waiewski’s principle for ODES. 
The present paper extends Waiewski’s principle to RFDEs of 
Caratheodory type. The main results are proved in Section 2 for equations 
satisfying the assumption that solutions through any point are unique. 
An extension to the nonuniqueness case (which even for ODES appears 
here for the first time) is given in Section 3. It is based on an approximation 
scheme developed in Section 3 which is of interest per se and which implies 
that, in a certain sense, uniqueness is a generic property of ODES or RFDEs 
of Caratheodory type. 
Most of the examples given in [4] can easily be adapted to the more 
general setting a Caratheodory systems. An indication how to do it is given 
in only one case. More elaborate applications of the method presented here 
will appear in a forthcoming paper. 
Throughout this paper. standard notation is used. We only mention that if 
X is a topological space and W c X, then w and a W denote the closure and 
the boundary of W in X, respectively. Also, if A and B are sets, A\B is the 
relative complement of B in A. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let r> 0, and C = C([-r, 01, IR”). For 4 E C, set ]I#]] = 
sup{]]d(8)]( ( 8 E l-r, 01) where ](a (1 denotes the Euclidean norm of a E R”. 
Then C together with the norm (1 . ]( is a Banach space. If t E R? and 
x: [-r + t, l] -+ R” is a continuous mapping, then x, is the element of C 
defined as x,(B) = x(t + e), 9 E [-r, 01. 
Suppose R c [F! x C is an open set and F: I2 + I?‘” is a mapping. The 
expression ( 1.1) 
1 = F(t, x,) (1-l) 
is called a retarded functional differential equation (RFDE). A mapping 
x: [-r+a,a+A]-+R”, A > 0, is called a solution of ( 1.1) on [a, CJ + A), if 
x(f) is absolutely continuous on every compact subset of [u, u + A) and i(t), 
the derivative of x at f, exists and is equal to F(t, x,) for almost every 
c E [o, u + A). x is called a continuable solution if there is a B > A and a 
solution .? of (1.1) on [u, u + B), such that x, = jZ[ for t E [u, o + A). 
Otherwise x is called noncontinuable. 
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If f2 and F: R + R” are as above, then F is said to satisfy the 
Carathtodory condition on R, if F(t, 4) is Lebesgue measurable in t for each 
fxed $, continuous in (b for each fixed t, and for every (t, q%) E f2 there is a 
neighborhood V(t, $) of (t, 4) and Lebesgue integrable function 
m: R -+ F? U ( co } such that jl F(s, w)ll Q m(s) for (s, w) E V(t, 4). 
If F is continuous, then, obviously, F satisfies the Caratheodory condition 
on 0. 
Now the following theorems hold: 
THEOREM 1.1. If (a, 4) E Q and F: SJ --$ W satisfies the Carathe’odorJ 
condition on Sz, then there exists an A, 0 < A < 00, and a solution 
x: [-r+o,o+A)+R’ of (1.1) through (a, $), i.e., such that x, = o and 
x(t) = F(t, xI) a.e. on [a, u + A). x can be chosen to be noncontinuable. 
Suppose, in addition, that for every compact set K c R there exists a 
Lebesgue integrable function L : R -+ P U ( 03 } such that 
IIW. v/j - F(s, $11 < Us) II w - 511 for (s, w), (s, 9) E K, 
then for every (a. o) E R there is a unique solution through (a, 4). 
THEOREM 1.2. Suppose F: R --) R” satisfies the Caratheodory condition 
on Q and for each (a, $) E 0, there is a unique, noncontinuable, solution 
x(u, 4) of (1.1) through (u, 4). Let [u - r, a) be the interval of existence of 
x(u, 4). Suppose (ok. #k) E R, (uk, $“) + (a. 4) E QI as k + 03. 
Then for every b E (u - r, a) and every E > 0 there is a k,(s) such that 
x(uk, ak), k > k,(e), is deftned on [u-r + E, b] and x(uk, #k)-+~(u, $) 
untformly on [u - r + E, b]. 
THEOREM 1.3. Suppose F,,: R-+ I?“, v = 0, 1, 2,... sa ti& the 
Caratheodory condition on R. Suppose there is a null-set N c R (i.e., a set of 
Lebesgue-measure zero) such that for any s E R\N and any compact set 
Kc C such that (s} X KcQ, 
F,(s, w) -+ F&v u/l as s + 00, un$ormIy in v E K. 
Furthermore, assume that for every (t, $) E R there is a neighborhood 
V(t, 4) of (t, $) and a Lebesgue-integrable function M: R + R U (00 } such 
that for all v = 0, 1, 2,... 
I/F,.(s, VII < WI for (s, V) E Vt, 4). 
Now, let (u”, 4”) E Q, v = 0, 1, 2 ,... be such that (cP’, 4”) -+ (u’, 0”) as 
v + 00, and let x”, v = 1. 2 ,... be a sequence of noncontinuable solutions of 
.f = F,(t, x,) through (ur, 4”). 
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Then there is a subsequence (v,), k = 1,2,..., and a noncontinuable solution 
x0 of 1= Fo(f, x,) through (a’, #“) with the following properry: whenever 
b > u” - r is such that x” is defined on Iu” - r, b], then for every E > 0 there 
is a k,(c) such that each xc”, k > k,(E), is deJined on [u” - r + E, b] and 
x1” -+ x0 uniformbV on [u” - r + E, b j. 
The proof of the above well-known theorems are omitted. (Cf. [ 1. 21.) 
2. REGULAR POLYFACIAL SETS AND WA~EWSKI'S PRINCIPLE 
DEFINITION 2.1 (Cf. 13)) L,,,(lR x I?“) is the set of all functions 
g: ip x R” -+ R such that for each (t, z) E R x IQ” there is a neighborhood 
U = U(t. z) of (t, z) and an L = L, > 0 such that 
I g(s, -y) - a. Y)I < L 11-y - Y II. whenever (s, x), (s. 4’) E U. 
In other words, g is Lipschitzian with respect to the second variable, 
uniformly with respect to the first variable, locally in [Fi X R”. 
AC,,,,(R X R”) is the set of all functions g: R x W” -+ Fi such that for 
each (t, z) E R x I?” there is a neighborhood U = U(f, z) of (t, z) satisfying 
the following property: for every E > 0 there is a 6 > 0 such that for every 
x E R” and every choice of a finite number of points s, < sZ < ... < sk for 
which (si, x) E 17, i = 1, 2 ,..,, k, and X~I:, iodd (si+, - si) < 6, it follows that 
EfZ: I dsi + 15 x, - .dsi, x)l < &* 
In other words, g is absolutely continuous with respect to the first 
variable, uniformly with respect to the second variable, locally in IF! x R”. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let {I’}, {m’}, i = l,..., p, j = I,..., q be two classes of 
real-valued functions defined on R x R”. One of the classes may be empty. 
We assume that every I’ and every mi is an element of L,,,(R X [R”) f3 
AC,,,,(R x W”). The set UJ = {(t, x) x R x R” 1 f’(t, x) < 0, m’(t, x) < 0, for 
all i, j, i = l,..., p, j = l,..., q] is called a (time-dependent) polyfacial set 
generated by {I’} U (m’}. 
If I’, mi do not depend on t, then w is of the form w = R x 6, and then 15 
is called a time-independent polyfacial set. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let w be a (time-dependent) polyfacial set. w is called 
regular with respect to (1. I), if (a), (p) and (y) below hold: 
(a) If (t, 4) E IR x C is such that (t + 8, o(B)) E w for all BE [-r, 0), 
then (f, 4) E R. 
($) If i E (l,..., p} is arbitrary and if (I, 1’) E aw and d E C are such 
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that [‘(t, ~8) = 0, $(O) = y, and (t + 8, #(0)) E cu for all 0 E l--r, 0), then there 
exists a neighborhood V(t, 4) cR of (t, 4) and a null-set N(t, 4) c W such 
that for every (s, v/) E V(t, g)\(N(t, 4) x C): 
lim sup( l/h)(l’(s + h, ~(0) + h a F(s, w)) - f’(s, ~(0))) > 0. 
h-0’ 
(y) If j E il...., q} is arbitrary and if (t. 4’) E &J and 4 E C are such 
that mj(t. y) = 0. 4(O) = J’ and (f + 8, $(8)) E w for all 8 E [-r, 0), then there 
exists a neighborhood V(t, I$) c D of (t, @) and a null-set N(t. 4) c IR such 
that for every (s, w) E V(t, $)\(N(t, $) x C): 
lipbnf(l/h)(m’(s + h. v(O) + h . F(s, w)) - VI+, w(0))) < 0. - + 
If I’, m’ do not depend on t, and w = iFi X 6 is a regular polyfacial set with 
respect o (1.1) then (3 is called a time-dependent regular polyfacial set with 
respect o (1.1). 
Remarks. (1) Definition 2.3 is more general than Definition 3.1 in (41, 
even for Eq. (1.1) with a continuous right-hand side and for polyfacial sets 
generated by continuously differentiable functions I’, m’, as is the case in [4]. 
(2) Let us specialize to the ODE case, i.e., set r = 0. Suppose w is a 
regular with respect o (1.1). Let I’(t, x) = 0 and let x(t) be any solution of 
the ODE (1.1) through (t, x). By arguments used in the proof of Theorem 2.1 
below, it follows that there is an E > 0 such that for almost every 
s E [t - E, t + El: 
(d/ds) I’(& x(s)) > 0. 
Similarly, if mi(r, x) = 0 and if x(t) is any solution of ( 
then for some E > 0, and almost every s E [t - E, t + E]: 
1. 1) through (t, x), 
(d/ds) mqs, x(s)) < 0. 
Hence our concept of a regular polyfacial set with respect o an ODE is 
not weaker than the corresponding concept given in [3 1, Definition 2.2. 
However, our definition is easier to verify, and it can also be formulated for 
RFDEs, which is not true for Definition 2.2 in [3]. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let F: 0 + IR” satisJ? the Carathiodory condition on o 
and let (1.1) satisfy the uniqueness property of solutions. Suppose o is a 
regular polvfacial set with respect to (1.11, and let W be defined as follows : 
W = { (4 47) E iiw 1 mi(t, y) < Ofor all j E ( l,..., q} }. 
Assume that there is a subset Z c w U W satisbing (i) or (ii) below: 
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(i ) Z n W is a retract of W, but Z f7 W is not a retract of Z. 
(ii) Z = w V W and W is not a strong deformation retract of Z. 
Final!\: let p: B = .?n (Z v w) + C be a continuous mapping such that if 
z = (t, y) E B, then (t, p(z)) E I2 and such that (iii) and (iv) below hold: 
(iii) If A=(z=(o,y)EZnw(There is a t > u such that 
(t, x(a, p(z))(t)) 6? w 1. then (a + 8, p(z)(8)) E w for 0 E [-r, 0] and z E A. 
(iv) if z = (a, y) E Wn B, then p(z)(O) = y and (a + &p(z)(B)) E w 
for 19 E [-r, 0). 
Under all the aboce hypotheses, there is a z,, = (aO, yO) E Z n w such that 
for all t > oO, ifx(a,, p(zO))(t) is defined, then (t, x(aO, p(zJ)(t)) E o. 
ProoJ We use Theorem 2.1 in (4 ]. Define n = C, and for (a, 4) E 12, let 
D. = [a, a), where u < a < 03, and [u - r, a) is the right-maximal interval 
ofU:xistence of ~(a, 4). Then (/i, R, x) is a system of curves in R” in the 
sense of Definition 2.2 in [4]. This follows immediately from Theorem 1.2. 
Hence, to prove our theorem, it suffkes to verify assumptions (3) and (4) of 
Theorem 2.1 in [4]. 
Let z = (a, y) E A, and let t(z) be the smallest of all t > u for which 
t E Do&-, and (t, -~(a, p(z))(t)) 6L w. Since (a, ~(a, p(z))(u)) E w by (iii), it 
follows that u < t(z) < co. Obviously, (t, X(U, p(z))(t)) E w for u < t < t(z), 
hence (3~) of Theorem 2.1 in [4] is satisfied. 
Set 9 =x~(,,(u,P(z)). Then, by (iii) and by what we have just proved, 
(t(z) + 6,4(e)) E w for all 8 E I-r, 0). Also, (t(z), 4(O)) E aw. We shall 
show that (t(z), 4(O)) E W. Suppose, on the contrary, that for some 
j, E { l,..., ~1, d(t(z), 4(O)) = 0. By (y) of Definition 2.3 there is an open set 
V(t(z), 4) c R containing (t(z), 4) and a null-set N(t(z), 4) c R, such that the 
inequality in (Y) of Definition 2.3 holds for all 6, w) E 
V(r(z), #)\(N(t(z), 4) x C). From the definition of Q and the fact that t(z) > u 
it follows that there is a 6 > 0 such that (s, x,(u, p(z))) E V(t(z), 4) for all 
s E [t(z) - 6, t(z) + 61. s ince for all such s, m’o(s, x(u, p(z))(s)) is a locally 
absolutely continuous function of s, therefore, for almost s E [t(z) - 6, 
f(z) + 61, (d/dt) &‘(t, x(t)) lIzs exists and equals 
liE$f( I/h)(r&(s + h, x(s) + h . F(s, x,)) - n@(s, x(s))) < 0. 
Here, x(t) = x(u, p(z))(t). Hence, for all t E [t(z) - 6, t(z)): 
0 = mqt(z), x@(z))) = mqt, x(t)) 
I 
f(Z) 
+ (d/ds) &(s. x(s)) ds < n+(t, x(t)). 
I 
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This is a contradiction to the definition of t(z). Hence, indeed, 
(f(z), 4(O)) = (t(z), x(t(z))) E W, which proves (3/?) of Theorem 2.1 in [4]. 
It follows that I’O(t(z), g(O)) = 0 for some i, E {l,..., p}. Applying (8) in 
Definition 2.3 and arguing as above, we see that for some 6 > 0 and a.e. 
s E [l(z), t(z) + 61, (d/do fio(t, x(t)) llzS exists and is >O. Hence, for all 
t E (t(z). t(z) + 81. 
Pp. x(t)) = P(t(z). x(t(z))) + j’ (d/ds) f’C(s, x(s)) ds 
l(Z) 
> P”(f(z), x(t(z))) = 0. 
This proves assumption (3~) of Theorem 2.1 in [4]. In the same way, 
assumption (4) of Theorem 2.1 in [4] is verified. 
This completes the proof of our theorem. 
The next theorem deals with the “nonuniqueness” case: 
THEOREM 2.2. Let F: f2 + R” satisfy the Caratheodory condition on 52 
and let o be a regular polyfacial set with respect to (l.l), generated by 
continuously d@erentiable functions I’, mi. Assume that all the sets N(t, 4) in 
Definition 2.3 can be chosen to be empty. 
Define W as in Theorem 2.1 and suppose that there is a compact set 
Z c w U W satisfying (i) or (ii) of Theorem 2.1. 
Finally, let p: Z --) C be a continuous mapping such that if z = (t, y) E Z, 
then (t, p(z)) E R, and such that (iii) and (iv) below hold: 
(iii) if z = (a, y) E Z n w, then (o + 8, p(z)(Q) E w for all 
BE (-r. O]. 
(iv) If z = (a, y) E Z (7 W, then p(z)(O) = y and (u + 8, p(z)(8)) E w 
for all 8 E [-r, 0). 
Under all the above hypotheses, there exists a z0 = (uo, y,) E Z n w and a 
solution x0 of (1 .l) through (a,, p(Q), such that for all t > uO, tf x’(t) is 
defined, then (t, x’(t)) E w. 
To prove Theorem 2.2, we shall need the following approximation 
theorem : 
THEOREM 2.3. Let F: R -+ R” satisfy the Caratheodory condition on R, 
and let w be a regular polyfaciaf set with respect to (1.1) such that aff sets 
N(t, 4) in Definition 2.2 can be chosen to be empty. 
Then there is an open set d c R and a sequence F,: d + I?“, v = 1,2,..., 
satisfying all assumptions of Theorem 1.3 with F, = F 1 d (and with S.I being 
replaced by n’ in Theorem 1.3). For every v = 1, 2 ,..., F,. is a locally 
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Lipschitzian mapping jointly in both oariables, and o is a regular polyfaciai 
set with respect to (2.1,,): 
and with respect to the restricted equation (2.2): 
.t = F&, x,). (2.2) 
The proof of Theorem 2.3 will be given at the end of this section. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. We can find a sequence F,, satisfying the 
conclusions of Theorem 2.3. 
Since (2.1,) satisfies the uniqueness property of solutions, by Theorem 1.2, 
and since all assumptions of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied for (2.1,,), we obtain 
for every v a z“ = (o”, ~7”) E Z n Q such that the solution (t, x”(o”, p(?))(t)) 
of Eq. (2. I,.) remains in OJ for all t > o”, as long as it is defined. 
Since Z is compact, we can assume that (a”- J+‘) -+ (cr’, v”) E Z as v -+ co. 
Let 4” = p(z”) and 4” = p(z”), z” = (a’, y”j. Apply Theorem 1.3 to obtain a 
solution of the restricted equation (2.2) with properties listed in the theorem. 
Let us first show that z. E Z n w. If not, z. E Z f7 W. Keeping in mind 
that w is a regular polyfacial set with respect to Eq. (2.2) and proceeding as 
in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we see that there is a t, t > u”, such that x”(t) is 
defined and (t, x’(t)) @ 8. But then Theorem 1.3 implies that for k 
sufficiently large, x”k(t) is defined and (t, x’“(t)) 6Z 8, which contradicts the 
choice of x“k. Hence, indeed, z. E Z n w. 
Suppose now that for some t > co, x’(t) is defined and (t, x’(t)) 65 o. Then 
t > o” and by the same argument as above, there is a t’> u” such that x0(?) is 
defined and (t x0@) & W. Now the application of Theorem 1.3 again leads to 
a contradiction. 
So far we know that x0 is a noncontinuable solution of Eq. (2.2). Hence it 
is also a solution of Eq. (1.1). We must show that x0 is also noncontinuable 
as a solution of Eq. (1.1). But this is obvious by (a) of Definition 2.3, since 
w is a regular polyfacial set with respect to both Eq. (1.1) and Eq. (2.2). The 
theorem is proved completely. 
We now proceed to the proof of Theorem 2.3. We shall need a proposition 
and several lemmas. 
Let us first recall a few topological concepts: 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let (f2, d) be a metric space and let idcJ2. A family of 
sets VJ,,, is called a covering of fi if u,,, V, = 6. If each I’, is open, 
the covering is called open. 
( V,),,,4 is called a locally finite covering of fi if u,,, V, = d and if for 
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every x E fi there is a neighborhood U = U(x) of x and sets V, ?..., V, E 
( VC1 (u E A } such that U f7 V = 0 for V 4 (V, ,..., I’,}. 
Let KJaEA and (WBE8 be two coverings of 8. Then ( VJas,, is called a 
refinement of (U,),,, if for every a E A there is a /I E B such that V, c U,. 
If (VaL.4 is a locally finite covering of fi, then a family (fo,)acA of 
functions f,: fi + (0. 11 is called a partition of unity subordinated to 
( VaLc.4 if: 
(1) f,(x)=0 for aEA andx@ V,, 
(2) LA f,(x) = 0 for every x E 6. 
(The last sum is finite by (1) and the local finiteness of ( V,),EA .) 
Now, the following well-known proposition holds : 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let (Q. d) be a metric space and let fi be an open 
subset of R. If (U,),,, is any open covering of 6, then there exists an open 
locall), finite refinement ( Va)aeA of (UD)nCB and a partition of unity (fn)aE.l 
subordinated to (Vn)as.c such that: 
(1) f is locally Lipschitzian for every u. 
(2) there is an open covering ( W,),,,4 of d such that ma n d c V, 
andf,(x)=OforaEA andx$ W,. 
Hence, for every x E a, there is a neighborhood U = U(x) of x and sets 
V , ,.... V, such that U c Vi for every i = l,..., 1 and f,(y) = 0 for every y E U 
and every a E A such that V, & ( V, ,.... Vt}. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let (T,,u) be a measure space, u(T) < 00, and let m,, m be 
u-integrable functions, n = 1, 2,... such that 
I I m,(t) - WI 44) + 0 as n-+a3. T 
Then there is a subsequence (n,), k = 1,2,..., a p-integrable function 
L: T-+ W and a set N c T, u(N) = 0. such that for every k = I,2 ,..., 
1 m,,(t)\ < L(t) for all t E T\N. 
Proof: Let (n,J be a subsequence such that 
7 
I k:, T I m,,(t) - m(t)1 44t) < 1. 
Set A,. = {t E Tj v < CF=, [m,,(t) - m(t)\ < v + 11, for v = 0, I, 2 ,... . 




L(t) = Im(t)l + v + 1 for t E AL, 
L(t) = 0 for t E N. 
Then for every k, every I’ and every t E A,.: 
I m&)l G I %&) - m(r)1 + I m(t)l 
< I’ + 1 + Im(t)l = L(t). 
The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let I c R be a bounded interval. Suppose A is an arbitraqj 
set and let (f,),EA be a farnil)) of measurable mappings f, : R + R” such that 
each f, vanishes outside of I. 
Moreover, assume that there is a Lebesgue integrable function m: R + R 
vanishing outside of I, and a null-set N c R such that for all a E A and all 
tER\N 
Ilf&ll G m(t). 
Then there exists a compact interval J, J 2 I, a null-set N, c F? and a 
Lebesgue integrable function L : R -+ R vanishing outside of J, such that for 
every a E A and every E > 0 there is a Cm-mapping g,: R + R” vanishing 
outside of J and such that 
I IIg,W -f,Wll dt < ~3 IF. 
and 
II &&)ll < L(t) for tE R\N,. 
ProoJ Let v/: R -+ R be a P-function such that u/(t) > 0 for all t E R, 
v(t)=Oforltl> l,andj,W(t)dt=l. 
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DefineforaEA ands>O: 
m,(t) = &CL I, m(s) . IJ/(E-’ . (t - s)) ds. 
Well-known results from analysis imply that there is a compact interval 
J 3 I such that all f,., , m, vanish outside of J, and that all f,,, and m, are of 
class P(R). 
Moreover, for every a E A 
I ILL,&) - f,(Oll dt + 0 as E --, 0, 
I ) m,(t) - m(t)1 dt + 0 as & + 0. 
Applying Lemma 2.1 to mrr m we find a sequence E,. 1 0, a null-set N, c R 
and a Lebesgue-integrable function L: R + R vanishing outside of J such 
that for every a E A, every B, and every t E R\N, , 
Ilf,.,,.(Oll GW’j-, llf,(s)ll . ~4%:’ . (t - s)) ds 
< m,jO < W. 
Also, for every a E A and every E > 0, there is an v such that 
I IlL.,,.(O -L(Oll dt < E. 
Set g, = f,,,,. The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let I c R be an open bounded interval and W c C be open. 
Suppose f: I x W-+ Ft” is such that f (t, I$) is measurable in t for each fixed 
4, continuous in 4 for each fixed t, and there exists a Lebesgue-integrable 
function m: I -+ R and a nullset N c R such that (1 f(t, $)I\ < m(t) for 
t E I\N, $ E W. 
Then there is a sequence of mappings f,: I x W --) IR” which are locally 
Lipschitzian jointly in both variables and a null-set N, c R such that for 
every compact set K c W and every t E I\N, 
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Moreover, there exists a null-set N,, and a Lebesgue integrable function 
L: R --t R such that for all v, ail t E I\N, and all 4 E W 
ll”m ++)I1 ,< L(t). 
Proof For every d E W and every E > 0 there is an open set W(4) c W, 
4 E W(d), such that for all w E W(b), 
i , Ilf(t, u/J - f(t, $)I1 dt < E- 
Otherwise for some &, E W and some E, > 0 there is a sequence 4, -+ @,, 
such that 
I Ilf(tv 4,) - f(tv ON dt > ~0. I 
Since f(t, 4,) -+ f(t, #) for every t E I and Ilf(t, 9,) - f(t, #)I1 < 2M) for 
t E I\N, it follows by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem that 
I Ilf(t, 4,) - f(t, @II dt -+ 0 as v --+ ~0, r 
which is a contradiction. 
Let S: be an open, locally finite refinement of ( W(d) j ) E W), such that 
for V E Z;, 0 < d(V) < c(d( V) is the diameter of V), and let (I)~,)~~~ c, pV: 
W+ [0, I], be a locally Lipschitzian partition of unity, subordinated to 9:. 
Let G,: 7’; + W be a selector, i.e., G,(V) E V for VE 3”;. 
Since 7’; is locally finite, it is at most countable, hence T’; = (Vk)k.,,l.,..,. 
Apply Lemma 2.2 to the family fc,V, E > 0, VE P’;, where fc,“(t) = 
f(tv GA v)). 
Hence there is a null-set N, and an integrable function L: R --) R such that 
for all E > 0 and all k = 1, 2,..., there is a P-mapping gE,k: R --) R” with 
compact support and such that 
i I Ilfk G,(v,)) - s,.k(t>ll d& < E . 2-’ 
and 
for t E I\N,. 
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Let 
where g,,” = g,,, if V = Vk. 
Obviously f, is locally Lipschitzian jointly in both variables. Moreover, 
for t E I\N, and $ E W: 
Let 
It is easily shown that U, is measurable. 
< _ SUP IIf@, G,(V)) - g,,vWll df I ., VET’, 
Q \ : llf(h G,V,)) - g,,dOll dt 
-1 k=l 
(T E. 2-k=&. 
f; 
Hence, there is a null-set N, and a sequence E, 10 such that 
for t E I\N,. 
Set x, := TEC. Let K be a compact subset of W and let t E I. 
De& u,(f) = SUP$.~Kllf(f3 $1 -.Lk $II. 
We shall show that u,(t) + 0, as v + co. If not, there is a s0 > 0, a subse- 
quence v,, and a sequence 6, E K such that 
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Since K is compact, 9, can be assumed to converge to a d E K. Setting 
7, := a;, and G,, := G,, , we obtain, therefore, 
G - ~vb4) - Ilf0, h) -fk G,,( WI. 
PET ‘, 
Since d(V) < E,,,, it follows that 1) G,.,(V) - d )I < E,., + 11 fir - # )I if V E 7 ;,, and 
d, E V. Hence for I sufficiently large and all VE Ti,, for which QI E V, 
IV-k 4,) - f0, G,#‘NIl < ~0. 
But this is a contradiction. Hence, indeed, n,(t) + 0 as I’ + co. 
It follows that for every compact set KC W, every f E I\N,, and every 
E > 0 there is a r. such that for all v > v. 
Our lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let B be an open subset of R x C x R” such that for eve[i’ 
fixed (t, 4) E R x C, the set B(t, 4) = (z E R” ( (f, 4, z) E B} is convex. Define 
D = {(t, 4) E R x C I B(t, 4) f 01. 
Then D is open, and there exists a sequence of mappings p,: D X R” + R”, 
u = 1, 2,..., satisfying the following conditions : 
(i) p,is locally Lipschitzian, jointly in al/ variables. 
(ii) If d((f, &z), UB)> P-‘, then p,(t, 4, z) =z. (d(x,A) is rhe 
distance of x from A, and OB is the complement of B in R X C X W”.) 
(iii) (f, (, p,(f, #, z)) E B, for every (I, 4, z) E D X R”. 
Moreover, for every (t, )) E D there is a neighborhood D(t, 4) c D of (f, 0) 
and an M > 0, such that for every v and every (s, IJI, I) E D(t, 0) X R” 
II pc(s, w, z)ll ,< M + II z II. 
ProoJ: Obviously D is open. For every (t, 4) E D, there is an open 
neighborhood U(t, 4) c D of (I, 4) and a i= .?(t, d) E R” such that 
(s, v, 5) E B for (s, w) E U(f, 4). Let Y - be an open, locally finite refinement 
of (U(t, 4) [ (t, 4) E D). If VE P-, choose (f, 0) such that VC U(t, 4) and set 
G(V) = z’(t, 4). 
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For every v = 1, 2,..., let S%, be an open locally finite refinement of 
( VX R”) VE Y‘), such that d(W) < Y-’ for PVEitic,. If WE?Vt:, choose a 
V E 7 such that W c V x R”. 
Set G,.(W) = G(V). Let (ga.)rt.E.K, be a locally Lipschitzian partition of 
unity, subordinated to 78;:. 
Set B,, = ((s, 4, z)E D X W” 1 d((s,$,r),~B) > v-l}. 
Define for (s,d.z)E D x R” 
PJS, Y. z) = C G,.(W) . g,&, VI, z) + C z . g,,(s, Y, z). 
Here. the first sum is taken over all WE ?YL such that W fI B,. = 0 and the 
second over all WE rt, with Wn B,. # 0. Then (i) and (ii) are obviously 
satisfied. 
Let (s, li/. z) E D X R” be arbitrary, and let W be an arbitrary element of 
V,: containing (s, IJI. z). If W n B,. = 0, then for some V E 7 -. W c V x Tp” 
and G,.(lV)=G(V). Hence (s,ty,G,(W))=(s,ty.G(V))EB. If WnB,.#a 
then W c B, since d( IV) < c’, and, therefore, (s, IJI, z) E B. By convexity of 
B(s. w) this implies that (s. y. p,.(s, IJY, z)) E B, i.e., (iii) is satisfied. 
Now, if (t. 9) E D, there is a neighborhood D(t, $) c D of (t, 4) and sets 
V * ,.... V, E 7” such that D(t, (6) n V = 0 for V 6? (V ,,..., V,). Hence, if 
w E g,:, (D(t,d)x (P”)n W#t, and WC Vx R”, VET’, then 
v E ( v, ,..., V,}. This implies that for every (s, v/, z) E D(t. 4) X R” and every 
where M=sup(G(V,)~i= l,....I}. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
We shall now prove Theorem 2.3: Let us introduce some notation: 
Let 
f= ((I, 4) E IF? x c 1 (t, 4(O)) E c?o, (t + 8, $q3)) E 0.4 8 E [-r, O)}, 
7c= ((t, 4) E R x c 1 (t + 8, C(e)) E co, e E [--r, O]}. 
L’ = {(f, x) E %o 1 f’(t, x) = O}. 
lt4j = ( (t, x) E aw 1 mqt, x) = 0 }. 
By (u) of Definition 2.3, it follows that TV 71 c R. For every (t, I$) E R, 
there exists a set U(t, $) = I x W, where Z= Z(t, (6) is a bounded open 
interval containing t, and W = W(t, 4) is a bounded open set containing $, 
there is a null-set N, and an integrable function m: I --* R such that: 
(1) For all i = l,... ,p. if (t, $, (0)) 4 L’, then for all (s, u/) E U(t, 4): 
(s, y(O)) 65 L’. For all j = 1 ,..., q, if (t, @(O)) @ Mj, then for all (s, w) E U(t, 4): 
(s. w(0)) @ iw. 
(2) For all i = I,..., p, if (t, 4) E Z and (c, 4(O)) E L’. then for all 
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(s, w) E (I(& @): xf=, (LVi/~yr)(s, w(O)) . F’(s, w) + (~Y’/i?r)(s, ty) > 0. For all 
j = l,..., q, if (t, 4) E f and (t, 4(O)) E Mj, then for all (s, v) E CJ(Z, 4): 
x::=, (am’pyr)(s. y(0)) * F’(s, ly) + (adpt) < 0. 
Here, F’(s, wj is the rth component of the vector F(s, I,v). 
(3) IIFh v)ll ,< m(s) for (s, w) E W, $)\(N, X C). 
Parts (I). (2) (3) above follow from Definition 2.3 and the assumption 
that N(I, 4) = 0 in that definition. Let fi = (J { U((t, $) ( (Z, 4) E TV n). Let 
T‘= (~a/a>abl be an open locally finite refinement of (iJ(t, 4) ) (t, #) E TV rr} 
and @aLE.4 3 @,: sr’-+ [0, I], be a locally Lipschitzian partition of unity, 
subordinated to 7. and such that for every c1 E A there is an open set 
W,cn’ such that manfic V, and @,(x)=0 for x66 IV,. For VET“, 
choose (Z, 4) E TV rt such that Vc U(t, 4). Set G(V) = (t, d). 
For i= 1 ,..., p and j = I,..., q, set 
r 
+ g (s, ‘y(O)) < 0 . 
I 
For aEA, let a=~,= (i]l’(t,$(O))=O, (r,@)=G(V,)} b=b,= 
(jIm’(uW))=@ (~#j=G(Vaj). 
Let B, = niea Hin njEb Kj. 
(If a=0 (or b=0, resp.), then nifo Hi= R X C X p” (njebKj= p X 
C X R”, resp.). 
Apply Lemma 2.4 to B = B, and D = D, to obtain a sequence pa,,, : D, X 
R”-+R” of mappings satisfying the conclusions of the lemma. 
Now, since I’, c U(t, 4) = I X W for (t, 4) = G(V,), we can apply 
Lemma 2.3 to the mapping F 1 I x W to obtain locally Lipschitzian mappings 
faqL,: V, + R”, a Lebesgue integrable function L = L,: R + R and a null-set: 
N, c R such that 
ll.L,,(~~ w)ll G L(s), for 6, w) E v,\W, X 0. 
Moreover, for every s E Z\N, and every compact set Kc C such that 
{s} x Kc V: 
N~K Ilf,.,(s, w) - F(s, w)ll + 0, 
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Extend p,,,. to RxCxW’ by setting pa,‘,(s, w, z) = 0 for 
(s, I//, z) & D, x IR”, and extend f, to R X C by setting f,(s, W) = 0 for 
(s, u/J@ v,. 
For (s. q/) E fi, define 
Since 7 1 is at most countable, N is a null-set. 
We shall first show that F,. is locally Lipschitzian. Let (t, $) E 6. Then 
there is a bounded neighborhood W of (t, 4) and indices a, ,..., a, E A, such 
that WC V,, n . . . n Va, and #,(s, w) = 0 for a & {a, ,..., a,tand (s, v/) E W. 
Since (s, wI F(s, u/)) E B,, for (s. w) E V,, it follows that V, c D, and 
hence we can assume that pai,,,(s, v/, fai,,,(s, w)) and tiai(s, u/) are Lipschitzian 
on W for i = l,.., 1. 
But this implies that F,. is Lipschitzian on W. 
We can also assume that 
II Pa&I w3 z)ll < Mai + llzll for (s, w) E W, 
z E IR”. all v and all i = l,..., 1. 
Hence, for (s. V) E W\(N X C), and all v, 
IIF,.@, VII G i Wai + LJs)). 
ikl 
Since W is bounded, there exists a bounded interval PC R such that s E r’ 
whenever (s. w) E W. 
Set 
Us) = 2 (MOi + LJS)), if sEl 
i=l 
L(s) = 0 if s&l: 
Then L is integrable and 
llF,.(s, VII <W). for all v, 
and all (s, w) E W\(N X C). 
Now let s E R\N and K be a compact set in C such that is} X Kc n’. 
Then there is an open set U c R x C and indices a, ,..., a, E A such that 
(s)xKcUand V,CTU=0fora&(a ,,..., a,t.Hence 
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where Ki = {v/E K ( (s, ty) E wait. 
This last inequality follows from the fact that Q,(s, I,V) = 0 for 
(h WI@ w,. 
Now, fix i = I,..., 1. 
Since (s, ly, F(s, VI)) E Bai for v/E Ki, and Ki is compact, there is a 6 > 0 
such that 
Choose v,, > (6/2)-l such that for every v > r0 
sup IIf,&. w) - m VII < w UlER; 
Hence, for v > v0 and v/ E Ki 
and hence 
It follows immediately that 
It remains to be shown that w is a regular polyfacial set with respect to 
i = F,,(t, x,), for every V. (a) of Definition 2.3 holds since TV TT c 6. 
Let (s, u/) E r and I’($, ~(0)) = 0. From assumption (1) it follows that 
whenever (s, I,V) E V, and (t, 4) = G(V,), then (f, 4) E I- and /‘(t, g(O)) = 0. 
Now, by assumption (2), V, c D, for every a such that (s, w) E Ye. This 
implies that for all such a 
(% ~7 ~a.&. w.L.,.(s. w))) E B, = Hi. 
Hence, by the definition of F,.(s, v), (s, w, F,,(s. w)) E Hi, which proves (j3) 
of Definition 2.3. (y) of that definition is proved analogously. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.3. 
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Remarks. (1) There is a version of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 for time- 
independent regular polyfacial sets, analogous to Theorem 3.2 in 141. 
Obvious details are omitted, but we shall make use of this remark in the 
following example: 
EXAMPLE 2.1 (cf. Example 33 in (41). Consider equation (G): 
(G) i(t) = Ax(t) + Bx(t - r) + P-u’(t) + Qx’(,t - r) 
+ W(t) + Dx’(f - r) + E(f), 
where s = (x,, -x2)’ E R2, P = (x:, XT)’ for k E IF. A, B, P, Q, C. D are 
2 X 2-matrices, 
C = diag(c,, c2), B = diag(d,, d?), 
lc,l > ldll, lc,( > /d,I, and E: R -+ R* is measurable and essentially bounded. 
(In Ex. 3.3 in [4], E is assumed to be continuous and bounded.) 
It is a matter of trivial computation to verify that for A4 > 0 large enough. 
the square w = (-MI M) x (-M, M) is a time-independent regular polyfacial 
set with respect to (G) and it is easily seen that there is a solution x(t) of (G) 
defined for all f > 0 such that x(t) E o for t > 0. 
(2) Both Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 2.3 contain assumption (A): 
(‘4) “w is a polyfacial set, generated by continuously differentiable 
functions I’, m’, regular with respect to (1.1) and such that the set 
N(t. 4) in Definition 2.3 can be chosen to be empty”. 
Both theorems remain valid if (A) is replaced by the weaker assumption 
P): 
PI “w is a polyfacial set, generated by continuously differentiable function 
l’, m’, such that (a) of Definition 2.3 is satisfied (i.e., f U 7c c L?), and 
such that for every (t, 4) E r there is a neighborhood V(t, 4) of (t, 4) 
and a null-set N(f, 4) for which (i) and (ii) below hold: 
(i) If a = (i 1 P(f, 4(O)) = 0} and b = (j) m’(t, C(O)) = O}, then for 
every (s. W) E Uf, $)\(fV(f, 4) X C): (S VI, F(s, w)) E nipn ffin njcb Kj. 
(ii) If a and b are as in (i), then for every (s, w) E V(t, 4) n 
(N(f. 4) x C) there is a ;= z’cs. V) E R” such that (s, w. 3 E 
fliE, Hi f7 njEb Kj.” 
This is seen by inspecting the proofs of Theorems 2.3 and 2.2 and making 
appropriate changes. Easy details are omitted. 
For the notation used in (B), see the proof of Theorem 2.3. 
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